


Lecture Topic Projects 
1 Intro, schedule, and logistics    
2 Applications of visual analytics, data types  
3 Data sources and preparation  Project 1 out 
4 Data reduction, similarity & distance, data augmentation    
5 Dimension reduction    
6 Introduction to D3 

7 Visual communication using infographics 
8 Visual perception and cognition Project 2 out 
9 Visual design and aesthetic   

10 Cluster analysis   
11 Visual analytics tasks and design   
12 High-dimensional data VIS, dimensionality reduction 
13 Visualization of spatial data: volume visualization intro Project 3 out 
14 Introduction to GPU programming   
15 Visualization of spatial data: raycasting, transfer functions 
16 Illumination and isosurface rendering 
17 Midterm 
18 Scientific visualization  
19 Non-photorealistic and illustrative rendering Project 4 out 
20 Midterm discussion   
21 Principles of interaction   
22 Visual analytics and the visual sense making process 
23 Visualization of graphs and hierarchies 
24 Visualization of time-varying and streaming data Project 5 out 
25 Maps 
26 Memorable visualizations, visual embellishments    
27 Evaluation and user studies   
28 Narrative visualization, storytelling, data journalism, XAI 



Overall definition of visual analytics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 What are the fundamental tasks of data science? 

 How can humans assist in these? 

 How can humans benefit from these?  

Data Science 
Data Analytics 
Data Mining 

Visualization Interaction 





Predict which class a member of                                                                
a certain population belongs to 

 absolute 

 probabilistic 

 

Require a classification model 
 absolute 

 probabilistic (likelihood) 

 

Scoring with a model 
 each population member gets a score                                                             

for a particular class/category 

 sort each class or member scores to assign   

 scoring and classification are related  

 



Supervised learning 

 human labels the samples 

 find a good feature vector 

 build the classification model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

model 



Active supervised learning 
 human labels the samples 

 but while samples are often abundant, labeling can be expensive 

 active learning  only label the samples critical to the model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Assume a toy data set of 400 instances, evenly sampled from two class 
Gaussians, visualized in 2D feature space.  

(b) Learn a logistic regression model by training it with 30 labeled 
instances randomly drawn from the problem domain (70% accuracy)  

(c) Learn a logistic regression model by training it with 30 actively 
queried instances using uncertainty sampling (90%)   



Active supervised learning 
 human labels the samples 

 but while samples are often abundant, labeling can be expensive 

 active learning  only label the samples critical to the model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Assume a toy data set of 400 instances, evenly sampled from two class 
Gaussians, visualized in 2D feature space.  

(b) Learn a logistic regression model by training it with 30 labeled 
instances randomly drawn from the problem domain (70% accuracy)  

(c) Learn a logistic regression model by training it with 30 actively 
queried instances using uncertainty sampling (90%)   



Simple example: network traffic analysis 

 the (very large) data set consists of a 1-hour snapshot of internet 

packets 

 goal is to learn the concept ‘webpage load’  

Mark good  

examples 



Use Inductive Logic Programming (Prolog) to formulate initial 

model (rule): 

webpage_load(X) :- 

 same_src_ips(X),same_dest_ips(X),same_src_port(X,80) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Now we classify other data points with this rule and visualize 

Mark negative  

examples 



Marking negative examples yields updated/refined rule: 

webpage_load(X) :-

same_src_ips(X),same_dest_ips(X),same_src_port(X,80), 

timeframe_upper(X,10),length(X,L),greaterthan(L,8). 

 

here: must contain at least 8 packets and be within a time frame of 10 

 

 

 

 



Regression = value estimation 

 

Fit the data to a function  

 often linear, but does not have to be 

 quality of fit is decisive 

 

Regression vs. classification 

 classification predicts that something will happen 

 regression predicts how much of it will happen  

 

Human factor: 

 identify possible outliers 

 

 



Visualization of statistics results is important 

Same statistics  

Very different data 



Identify similar individuals based on data known about them 

 need a measure of similarity 

 features that define similarity 

 characteristics 

 

Similarity often part of 

 classification  

 regression 

 clustering 

 

Human factor 

 similar to supervised learning 

 identify effective features 

 

 

 



Group individuals in a population together by their similarity 
 preliminary domain exploration to see which natural groups exist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 this includes outlier detection 

 outliers are the data that do not cluster 

 human factor: labeling, verification, correction 

k-means 

DBSCAN 



Find associations between entities 

based on transactions involving them 

 what products are commonly 

purchased together? 

 

Applications 

 basket analysis  

 recommender systems 

 

Difference to clustering 

 in clustering similarity is based on 

the object’s attributes 

 in co-occurrence similarity is based 

on objects appearing together 

 

Human factor:  
 labeling 

 verification 

 correction 



Also known as behavior description 

 attempts to characterize the typical behavior of an individual, 

group, or population 

 

Often used to establish behavioral norms for anomaly 

detection 

 fraud detection  

 intrusion detection 

 

Examples: 

 credit card fraud 

 airport security 

 

Human factor:  
 labeling, verification, correction 



Predict connections between data items 
 usually works within a graph 

 predict missing links 

 estimate link strength 

 

Applications 
 in recommendation systems 

 friend suggestion in Facebook (social graph) 

 link suggestion in LinkedIn (professional graph) 

 movie suggestion in Netflix (bipartite graph people – movies) 

movies people 

Human factor:  
 labeling 

 verification 

 correction 



Take a large dataset and substitute it with a smaller one 

 keep loss of information minimal 

 clustering and cleaning 

 importance sampling 

 dimension reduction  

 data abstraction 

 big data  small data 

 find latent variables 

 

Example for latent variable – Movie Taste  

 not directly measurable – latent variable 

 derive from movie viewing preferences 

 can reveal genre, etc. 

 

Human factor:  
 labeling 

 verification 

 correction 



Understand what events or actions  influence others 

 

Different from predictive modeling 
 tries to explain why the predictive model worked (or not) 

 

Potentially unreliable when done from observational data  
 conducting a targeted experiment is better, but often impossible 

 have to work with observational (often anecdotal data)  

 hence there is a clear human factor: verify the model, correct it, edit it   

 

Builds on counterfactual analysis 
 an event is causal if mutating it will lead to undoing the outcome 

 “If only I hadn't been speeding, my car wouldn't have been wrecked” 

 downward vs. upward counterfactual thinking 

 can explain happiness of bronze medalists vs. silver medalists  

 just making the grade vs. just missing the grade   





Consider the salient features of a car (not really big data): 

 miles per gallon (MPG) 

 top speed 

 acceleration (time to 60 mph) 

 number of cylinders 

 horsepower 

 weight 

 country origin 

 

400 cars from the 1980s 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Causal Random 



Causal Chain Isolating MPG 





Use the nested model  

 devised by Tamara Munzner (UBC) 

 M. Meyer, M. Sedlmair, P. Quinan, T Munzner, “The nested blocks 

and guidelines model,” Information Visualization, 2013 

 



Define the tasks, data, workflow of target users 
 the tasks are usually described in domain terms  

 finding and eliciting the requirements is notoriously hard 

 observe how domain users work and perform their tasks 

 observe the pains they are having 

 what are the limitations? 

 what is currently impossible, slow, or tedious? 

 

domain problem characterization 

       

  

  



Map from domain vocabulary/concerns to abstraction 

 may require some sort of transformation 

 data and types are described in abstract terms 

 numeric tables, relational/network, spatial, ... 

 tasks and operations described in abstract terms 

 generic activities: sort, filter, correlate, find trends/outliers...  

 

domain problem characterization 

     data/operation abstraction design 

            

  



Visual encoding 

 how to best show the data (also pay tribute to aesthetics) 

 bar/pie/line charts, parallel coordinates, MDS plot, scatterplot, 

tree map, network, etc.  

Interaction design 

 how to best support the intent a user may have  

 select, navigate, order, brush, ... 

 
domain problem characterization 

     data/operation abstraction design 

          encoding/interaction technique design 

                



Well-studied computer science problem 
 create efficient algorithms 

 should support human interaction 

 else it would not comply with key principle of visual analytics   

 

domain problem characterization 

     data/operation abstraction design 

          encoding/interaction technique design 

               algorithm design 



Let use the causality analyzer framework just presented 
 use the car design example 

 

Domain problem characterization 
 how to design a faster car without elevating gas consumption 

 

Data/operation abstraction design 
 determine how the different car parameters depend on one another 

 collect data of different car models and compute a causal network 

 

Encoding/interaction technique design 
 draw graph where parameters are nodes and causal links are edges 

 provide interactions that allows users to test causal links and compute a score 

 

Algorithm design 
 Partial correlation followed by causal inferencing/conditioning  

 Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to model Occam’s Razor  

 
 



How the iPhone came about  

 domain problem characterization 

 data/operation abstraction design 

 encoding/interaction technique design 

 algorithm design 
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threat: wrong problem 

 validate: observe and interview target users 

     threat: bad data/operation abstraction 

          threat: ineffective encoding/interaction technique 

          validate: justify encoding/interaction design 

              threat: slow algorithm 

  validate: analyze computational complexity 

                           implement system 

              validate: measure system time/memory 

          validate: qualitative/quantitative result image analysis 

          [test on any users, informal usability study] 

          validate: lab study, measure human time/errors for operation 

      validate: test on target users, collect anecdotal evidence of utility 

      validate: field study, document human usage of deployed system 

 validate: observe adoption rates 



Validate along the way and refine 

 formative user study 

 

Extend to general user studies of the final design 

 summative user study 

 laboratory study 

 smaller number of subjects but can use speak aloud protocol  

 crowd-sourced via internet 

 potentially greater number of subjects to yield better statistics but 

can be superficial  

 

We will discuss evaluation studies later  

 

 


